Fender explorer bass

I also had a super low serial number Jackson exact explorer Not A Kelly but it had a big stupid
Washburn Wonderbar tremolo on it so I let it go. My Hamer Explorer sounds real good but it's a
bit big for me. I think I will probably sell it next. The 3 guitars to the right are 3 that I have built. I
am building myself one like the black one but with a reverse headstock and no Floyd Rose. The
red one is the larger body like the Hamer and the one on the left is the first one I ever built. The
funny story here is I built the one with the lightning bolts on it back in or so. I never sold it and it
has been in my possession all these years. Back in it popped up on Harmony Central with a
horrendous review on it. Obviously the review was totally false but it never ceases to amaze me
to what length people will go to trash someone on the internet. Ed Roman Custom Ibanez
Destroyer Bolt On Version I removed the brand name back in the early 90's Because I was using
it myself and they were not paying me to endorse their products. This is a bolt on model but it
has an incredibly good sound. Boris Dommenget has been Ghostbuilding guitars for The
Scorpions for 20 plus years. Explorer Style Meets Steinberger. Ed Roman's Store The Neon
Dean Explorer in this photo was almost 40 feet long. Several Charvel Explorers. Ibanez Explorer
From The 70's. Robin Guitars.. Cool Headstocks O'Hagan Explorer sitemap. I have been
collecting Explorer shaped guitars for 15 years or so. Your purchases also help protect forests,
including trees traditionally used to make instruments. Shipping Region: Ukraine Learn More.
Join the millions of music lovers who use Reverb to find everything they need to make music
Find Your Dream Gear. Try "Fender Precision Bass". Deals and Steals Handpicked by Reverb's
Experts. Endless Gear to Discover From vintage synths to rare guitars, find exactly what you
need or something unexpected. Our team of gear experts is here to help if you need a hand.
Explore the latest news, gear demos, how-tos, and more. By clicking Subscribe, I agree to the
processing of my data in order to receive emails. New gear added every minute. What will you
find? See More. Your guide to the latest gear trends, demos, and deals. Sign up for the Reverb
Newsletter: Subscribe. Reverb Gives Your purchases help youth music programs get the gear
they need to make music. Carbon-Offset Shipping Your purchases also help protect forests,
including trees traditionally used to make instruments. Oops, looks like you forgot something.
Please check the fields highlighted in red. Yes, that's correct Do not update. Customize guitar
bodies, necks, timber, hand-orientation and more for your taste and playing style. A post shared
by GuitarKitWorld. LP style Semi-Hollow guitar kit with F-holes, Flamed top veneer, engineered
rosewood fretboard, and trapezoid inlays. Specifications Hand-Orientat Specifications Ha
Specifications Hand Orientation: Righty Heads Our blog dedicated to bringing the highest
quality resources from the world of guitar kit building. One of the problems associated with
buying an unfinished timber product, such as a DIY guitar kit is the difference in humidity levels
between the country of origin and the region it is delivered to. In extreme cases, problems such
And, while it may seem impossible to fix all is definitely not lost. Options include oiling,
staining, finishing in a graduated combination of colors e. To make matters even more complex,
within these Type the guitar name below to find the kit you're looking for. Disclaimer: Guitar Kit
World guitarkitworld. View cart. Guitar Kit Types. Log in. Testimonials Kit reviews from builders.
Secure Payments Protected transactions. Have Questions? Build your own custom electric
guitar Customize guitar bodies, necks, timber, hand-orientation and more for your taste and
playing style. Explore Custom Guitar Kits. Build your own personalized guitar using DIY guitar
kits. We offer more than 40 guitar kit body shapes. You can view all the kit shapes from our
Custom Shop. What builders are saying about our DIY kits. View this post on Instagram. View
full details. View all Guitar Kits. See more. Get started by reading the following tutorial even if
you're a first-time builder. Which guitar kit are you looking for? Added to your cart:. Click on red
text for external links. In the late fifties the Flying V, the Explorer and the Moderne designs all
made their. Ted McCarty,the innovative and progressive president of Gibson, originally con-.
The Flying V and Explorer guitar prototypes were built in and ap-. Explorer was listed with the
Flying V in the July 1, price list as "Modernistic" guitars. The third new design, the Moderne ,
apparently existed only as a line draw-. No example of this Grail-like instrument has yet
surfaced in. Available information suggests that Gibson may have produced three. In that year,
81 of them were shipped, with 17 more leaving the factory in Theoretically 22 of them remained
at the plant in Kalamazoo. The Explorer totals have been a point of contention, but many Korina
collectors think that one batch of 40 was produced. Gtrs" were Modernistic Explorers. Does this
mean that at least 16 Explorer bodies remained in the factory after ? These guitars had patent
number pickups, nickel-plated tuners and bridges with plastic parts, metal-topped control
knobs and black cases with yellow interiors. Who ordered this bass? Cincinnati singer-bassist.
Roger claimed to have ordered it from Gibson, after being inspired by Lonnie. My research
indicates that Troy, while knowlegeable about it,. He also reported that he had played a second.
Explorer bass, finished in sunburst. You see, I was always trying to invent something new in
those days. Hap ended up buying a Fender Precision and never picked up the Explorer. In Leon

was a young Cincinnati bassist. His sister Carol, a female drummer, was a bit of a rarity for the
time. The guitar was eventually sold and Leon decided to upgrade from his Kay bass to the
Explorer. Lonnie Mack had previously bought his Flying V and an Explorer. Lonnie and Wayne
were returning from a long road trip backing Seals when they heard "Memphis" playing on the
Caddie's radio. A telephone call to Fraternity told them to get home and get ready to go out
again, as headliners. Along the way, the switch was replaced by another pot dated 44th week of
that blends the tonal effect into the signal. The capacitor is mounted beneath the bridge, in
similar fashion to a stock EB-2 of the time. The pickguard material is identical to that used on
the Explorer guitars, a four-ply white-black-white-black. The body obviously started out as an
Explorer guitar, as it is routed for two humbucking pickups filled at the factory and a selector
switch in the horn. Additionally, the stop-tailpiece screw fittings for an ABR-1 bridge remain
under the pickguard. See "In Detail" for photos. When they arrived and began setting up to play
in the. The lacquer finish was. When he returned to Cincinnati, Hughes Music. A few years later,
when this finish began to come off on his clothes, Bullock had the bass repainted metal lic blue.
Along the way, Lonnie's " 7" was repainted red. Wayne accompanied Lonnie to the Gibson
factory in early About that time they were just coming out with the Thunderbird bass and they
asked me what I thought of it. I said that I was just as happy with my Explorer. The identity of
this man remains a mystery. Westendorf, the guitar tech, claims to have had a conversation in
the Sixties with Gibson service manager Ray Juday, who told him that Gibson built two Explorer
basses from existing guitar bodies. I managed to reach Juday in Kalamazoo but unfortunately
he now has no specific memory about the Korina guitars. Sadly, almost sixty years after their
manufacture, many of the people who could answer questions about these rare instruments no
longer can or have passed away. According to A. Duchossoir, in his book Gibson Electrics,
Gibson claimed that there were 38 original Explorer guitars when they re-issued the model in
Assuming a production run of 40 Explorers, could the two basses be number 39 and 40? Does
the other Explorer bass exist or has it been destroyed? The one that we know of has raised its
share of questions. Some skeptics have argued that the lack of a serial number on the
headstock invalidates it as a factory product. Since this bass was made from an Explorer guitar
body, the original Korina guitar neck with inked-on serial number was removed. In classic
Gibson style, the neck of the bass is made of mahogany sandwiching maple at the neck joint.
The width and depth dimensions are identical to a EB-2 neck. The stamped serial number if it
ever existed on the back of the EB-2 or EB-0 headstock would have been cut off when they
constructed the scimitar. And so, having lost its two previous serial numbers, the instrument
probably left the factory unmarked. All other hardware and parts on the bass are from the
Gibson factory. When he got out, he rejoined the band, now as an organist! He still plays his
Hammond B-3 to this day. He wrapped the blue Explorer bass in a blanket and relegated it to a
closet. Robb Lawrence was writing the Rare Bird column for Guitar Player when Roger Troy
contacted him in and told him about the unique instrument. Robb subsequently purchased it
from Bullock and found that at some point the "Gibson" logo had been removed from the
headstock. After the bass had been shown to players Jack Bruce and John Entwistle, among
others, guitarist Rick Derringer saw it. Subsequently, it hung in the window of their store We
Buy Guitars for several years. Guitarist and vintage instrument supplier to the stars Tony Dukes
bought it around and brought it to Texas. The bass remained in a private collection in Victoria,
Texas until , when dealer John Nelson purchased it and returned it to California. While the
existence of a second Explorer bass remains to be proven, this one-of-a-kind existing example
is real and has had a rich and colorful history. Already unique due to its status as the only
Gibson Korina bass, it has recorded history from the seminal recordings "Wham! This
instrument truly deserves its place in rock and roll history. In Detail. The Explorer Bass Story. In
the late fifties the Flying V, the Explorer and the Moderne designs all made their debut. The third
new design, the Moderne , apparently existed only as a line draw- ing on the patent application.
No example of this Grail-like instrument has yet surfaced in the vintage guitar world. His version
of its origin was commonly accepted as gospel about the instrument for many years. My
research indicates that Troy, while knowlegeable about it, neither ordered nor even owned it. He
also reported that he had played a second Explorer bass, finished in sunburst. Lonnie Mack had
previously bought his Flying V and an Explorer guitar from Glenn Hughes in and it was Hughes
who fabric- ated the hardware to attach the now-famous Bigsby vibrato. Wayne relates that the
band was traveling for hours through sub-zero weather to a gig in Minnesota. When they arrived
and began setting up to play in the steamy roadhouse, he strapped the Explorer on and Lonnie
immediately started laughing and asking him what waswrong with his bass. The lacquer finish
was falling off of it in large flakes. When he returned to Cincinnati, Hughes Music guitar tech
Dick Westendorf refinished it metallic green. Dick Westendorf l. Right- the wrecked Econoline in
an Iowa field. Lonnie's Cadillac can be seen in the back ground. In Print. Condition is "Used".

Only a few flaws on the body shown in pics. A few normal scratches. The V8 logo is installed
with double-sided tape and can be removed easily. Skip to main content. Add to Watchlist.
Bidding has ended on this item. Ships to:. This amount is subject to change until you make
payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms and conditions opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties, taxes,
brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Program terms
and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Start of add to list layer. Add to Watchlist Add to
wish list. Sign in for more lists. Dec 06, PST. May not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or
contact seller for shipping options. See details. Seller's other items. Related sponsored items.
Showing Slide 1 of 2 - Carousel. Similar sponsored items. Seller assumes all responsibility for
this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used: An item that has been used previously. The item
may have some signs of cosmetic wear, but is fully operational and functions as intended. This
item may be a floor model or store return that has been used. See all condition definitions opens in a new window or tab Read more about the condition. Back to home page Return to top.
Back to home page. Listed in category:. Condition: Used. Ended: Dec 06, PST. Shipping: May
not ship to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for shipping options. Seller:
deepestdeal Seller's other items. Used: An item that has been used previously. The Gibson
Explorer is a type of electric guitar that made its debut in The Explorer offered a radical, "
futuristic " body design, much like its siblings: the Flying V , which was released the same year,
and the Moderne , which was designed in but not released until The Explorer was the final
development of a prototype design that, years later, Gibson marketed under the name Futura.
The Explorer's initial run was unsuccessful, and the model was discontinued in In , Gibson
began reissuing the Explorer after competitor Hamer Guitars had success selling similar
designs. The Explorer became especially popular among the hard rock and heavy metal
musicians of the s and s. Gibson produced very few Explorers during the run of the original
korina wood model. Because production records have been lost and shipping records are
unclear, it is not known exactly how many were made, but the original run total has been
estimated to be no more than After the first few guitars, the Explorer had a long drooping
headstock with the tuners placed in a straight line on one side referred sometimes as "banana"
and "hockey-stick". This headstock design was incorporated by Grover Jackson , founder of
Jackson Guitars and other electric guitar makers such as Kramer 20 years later, giving rise to
the "pointy-headstock era" of guitars. Only 22 were shipped in its first two years, 19 in and 3 in ;
an unknown small number of leftover bodies were completed with nickel s hardware and sold in
There have been several variants produced by Gibson. In Gibson released a "Limited Edition"
Explorer in mahogany with gold hardware. They did not come in clear or solid colored finishes.
Also, they have the TP6 tail-piece, gold hardware, and "velvet brick" or "dirty fingers" pickups,
cream color body binding, with a black pickguard and 3 knobs in a row. The necks have ebony
fretboards. Some came with "dirty fingers" pickups where some are cream and black colored
Zebra or all black. Gibson also produced a range of Explorer models between and with
high-output "dirty fingers" pickups, maple neck and body, and a bound figured maple top
available in natural, cherry sunburst, or vintage tobacco sunburst finishes. From to the standard
Explorer's body wood varied between mahogany and alder. The neck wood would vary between
maple and mahogany and the fretboard wood varied between Indian rosewood and ebony.
Other additions to this model included rear-loaded pickup cavities, no pickguard, and control
knobs arranged in a triangle pattern rather than a straight line as on the original model. In and
Gibson produced the Explorer III, with three single-coil P pickups and an alder body, as well as
the Designer Series Explorer and Flying V , which had factory-painted graphics in geometric
and "Artist Original" designs. These include a model produced in korina wood and Epiphone's
own "Goth" model, available with a stop-tail or Floyd Rose locking tremolo bridge. Epiphone
also produced an Explorer Bass in ebony black and velvet natural finishes with two
humbucking pickups and a 34"-scale fret dark rosewood fingerboard. The Explorer Bass
employs a set-neck design rather than the bolted-neck construction used in the Epiphone
version of the Gibson Thunderbird. Gibson produced some 32"-scale Explorer basses in the s,
including one model that featured a futuristic piezo pickup in place of the traditional pickups
found on the other models. In Gibson produced limited editions of Eric Clapton 's modified
Explorer, the Explorer Clapton Cut, featuring a shortened bass bout that allows more
comfortable arm positioning and the Explorer Split Headstock, a faithful recreation of the
original korina Explorer with the "forked" headstock found only on the very earliest examples..
The guitar is made of African limba wood and features an aged finish, Maestro vibrola , and
classic humbucking pickups. In Gibson released two new versions of the guitar, the first of
which was the "Year Commemorative Explorer". This version features a solid mahogany body
with AA-grade maple top, and the body style is the so-called "new retro Explorer", which has

rounded edges. The second is called the "Reverse Explorer" due to its inverted body style. The
reverse model features a carbon fibre-like pickguard and inlays as well as a McCarty-era
inspired headstock. Only a limited run of of each model were built for the Guitar of the Month
feature. In the same year Gibson also released the Robot Explorer, an Explorer version of the
Gibson Robot Guitar together with a similar version of the Flying V featuring custom red
metallic nitrocellulose finish, ebony fingerboard with white lining and trapezoid inlays, and
lacking a pickguard. Production of this guitar was discontinued in In the company released two
new versions of the guitar, the first of which is the Tribal Explorer. It features a Kahler -style
tremolo and tribal designs and lacks a pickguard. The final new model is the Holy Explorer,
designed as a counterpart to the Holy V, with numerous notches cut through the body of the
guitar. After creating Matt Heafy of Trivium a white seven-string Explorer, Gibson released a
statement that they would make a regular production version. It has many classic
characteristics such as a rosewood fretboard, 22 frets, Although thought to be a staple in the
Gibson lineup, the Explorer was discontinued and brought back multiple times in the late s,
along with the Flying V. In a limited edition th Anniversary model, with a special 12th-fret inlay
and neck binding, was made available. In the Explorer was brought back into the standard
lineup. Hamer Guitars created a tribute to the Explorer in called the Hamer "Standard". This
model typically differed from the original Explorer in that it had no pickguard and a mahogany
body with a highly figured maple top in a cherry sunburst finish, though custom finishes were
also available. Gaining popularity with the hard rock musicians of the day, including Rick
Nielsen , Hamer's success led the way for other copies and was partly responsible for
prompting Gibson's own decision to reissue the Explorer. Jackson Guitars now a subsidiary of
Fender was sued by Gibson for their line of Kelly guitars, which are very similar to the Explorer.
The Kelly was sleeker and lighter, with basically the same shape but with beveled edges. These
basses had the body shape of the Explorer with either a cone- or V-shaped headstock. The
Exploiter is different in that the edges are rounded over and the lower bout cuts more deeply
into the body than an Explorer. After Entwistle's death, Alembic released the "Spyder" based on
John's custom basses, with production limited to 50 guitars. Warwick also produces the
"Stryker" basses, based on the custom Explorer-style basses. Ibanez introduced the Destroyer
model in the s, with a korina-coloured Japanese Sen body that closely resembled the original
Explorer. In about Ibanez changed the shape of the Destroyer body. Although the new Destroyer
II model was still clearly inspired by Gibson's original Explorer design, the body lines were
modified, most notably around the treble "horn" and the rear edge, and the headstock was
changed to a slight variation of the traditional Ibanez headstock shape, no longer resembling
Gibson's "hockey stick" shape. Gibson owns U. Gibson also owns U. Trademark 2,, for the
Explorer's headstock design, and U. Trademark 2,, for the Explorer's body shape design.
However, the enforceability of the latter two design trademarks is uncertain in light of Gibson's
unsuccessful lawsuit against PRS Guitars for allegedly infringing Gibson's Les Paul shape. In
the United States Court of Appeals for the Sixth Circuit ordered summary judgment against
Gibson in that action, on the grounds that there was no evidence to support a finding of
likelihood of confusion. From Wikipedia, the free encyclopedia. Vintage Guitar. Archived from
the original on Retrieved Gruhn, George. Gruhn's Guide To Vintage Guitars. Bacon, Tony. The
Ultimate Guitar Book. Guitar World. October Les Paul bass Thunderbird. Epiphone Kramer
Steinberger. Category Commons. Categories : Gibson electric guitars musical instruments.
Hidden categories: All articles with unsourced statements Articles with unsourced statements
from February Articles with unsourced statements from November CS1 errors: missing title
Commons category link is on Wikidata. Namespaces Article Talk. Views Read Edit View history.
Help Learn to edit Community portal Recent changes Upload file. Download as PDF Printable
version. Wikimedia Commons. Tune-o-matic , Gibson Vibrola or Floyd Rose locking vibrato.
Wikimedia Commons has media related to Gibson Explorer. Current Les Paul bass Thunderbird.
Fender bass catalogue. Page 4. In fact this last bass, shown here in the new Antigua finish, is
described in price lists as the Antigua bass II. Need the value of your guitar? Contact info
vintageguitarandbass. Other Fender Catalogs. Got an opinion on the contents of this page?
Disagree with something written above? Please comment. Vintage Fenders for Sale. Vintage
Fender Guitar Parts. Left Handed Fenders for Sale. Vintage Guitar Valuation. Our Vintage Picks.
Out Now Vintage Guitar price guide Need the value of your guitar? Latest Forum Posts create a
new post. Vintage Fender basses for sale. Ready to play Overall beautiful bass! Looks and plays
beautifully. Comes with hard case and bridge and pick up covers Amazing condition, MINT
neck, 9 9 condition. Neck plate serial number Original tuners, pots and pick up. The pick up
guard has been replaced, which is commonly done, because the originals didn?? Weighs in at a
light 9 5 lbs. The resonance is amazing, this is the real deal, This is an original metal pick guard
shield plate from a Fender Precision Bass. It is in good condition. Shipping 14 00 usps Find

more vintage guitars for sale at vintageguitarsforsale. There are 0 comments on this page so
far. Add your comment. Comment on this article. Email address. Your comments. Anti-spam
question - to catch web robots How many legs does a spider have? Subscribe to our mailing
list. Rose-Morris were selling Shaftesbury-branded Rickenbacker copy instruments from the
late s right through the s. The bass was one of the first models, alongside the six string and
twelve string available from late until about The earliest incarnation was a set neck bass,
produced very briefly in Japan. But production quickly moved to Italy. This bolt-on neck
example was built by Eko, in Recanati, using the same hardware and pickups as fitted to Eko,
and Vox basses built around the same time. It's certainly a fine looking bass, and not a bad
player either. This very early, and pretty rare British-built guitar is branded Hohner London.
Hohner were, of course, a German company, better known for their harmonicas and accordions,
but they were keenly expanding into guitars at the birth of the s. This model, along with the
Hohner Amazon and particularly the Hohner Holborn, bear some similarity with Vox guitars of
the same period; furniture manufacturer Stuart Darkins constructed bodies and necks for both
brands, with Fenton Weill assembling them using their hardware and pickups. These guitars do
have some hardware peculiarities, and they are not the most adjustable of instruments, but they
actually play very nicely, being solidly built out of some very nice woods. Check out the video
on this page. It was broadly modelled on the Fender Stratocaster, and a sibling model to the
dual-pickup Vox Ace. Both the Ace, and Super Ace along with several other models , were
redesigned in with a new body shape, headstock style, and pickup layout - only increasing the
resemblance to the aforementioned Fender. It's a pretty nice playing guitar with some lovely
sounds - check out the videos on this page, and in the Vintage Guitar and Bass supporting
members area. It was made by JMI in England, for the British market, and unlike the majority of
other models, didn't have an Italian-made equivalent. But the New Escort wasn't a slavish
Fender copy, adding Vox's stylish teardrop headstock to the tele-style body, with a stop
tailpiece and two Vox V2 single coil pickups. And it's a pretty substantial, and nice playing
guitar, with a very comfortable neck. Check out the images, specifications, and watch a video of
it in action. There is also extra content in the vintageguitarandbass supporting members area.
Catalog scan. The Fender Lovin' Care catalog consisted of 48 pages of electric guitars, basses,
amplifiers, steel guitars, acoustic guitars, banjos and keyboards. Like the previous catalog, this
featured the company's guitars in a variety of interesting settings around California, from the
Whiskey-A-Go-Go, to the Hollywood Bowl. Several instruments were making their first
appearance amongst it's pages: the Telecaster bass, Montego and LTD jazz guitars, and the
Redondo acoustic. The Eko Ranger series of guitars was incredibly popular in the second half
of the s and through the s, selling in very large numbers. Not a bad guitar; a little quiet, but
pretty playable. These were great value in , and because they sold so many, they are easy to
find and excellent value today. It was the Vox equivalent to the Fender Precision bass, and was
one of the most expensive Vox guitars produced. It was actually a great playing bass, rather
similar to the Precision in feel and sound, but was probably just too expensive compared to an
actual Fender and consequently sold poorly. When Vox hit financial problems in , unsold
guitars and basses were passed on to Dallas Arbiter, who briefly sold the excess Symphonic
bass stock as model This bass, although with a neck date of February , was most likely one of
the unsold Vox guitars sold on by Dallas Arbiter. Check out the bass, and the two video demos
through s Ampeg and WEM amplifiers. The Shaftesbury 'Electric Guitars' catalog was just four
pages long, and contained four guitar models: the six string Barney Kessel-style ; and three
Rickenbacker-styled semi-acoustic models: the six-string , the twelve string and the bass.
Shaftesbury was the house-brand of major UK distributor Rose-Morris , and seems to have been
launched as a response to the company's loss of it's distribution deal with Rickenbacker. The
guitars were mid-priced, and built in initially Japan, and later Italy, by Eko. It featured 6 electric
guitars, 32 acoustic guitars, 3 basses and 1 steel guitar. The sixteen-page Rose-Morris catalog
featured electric guitars by Rose-Morris' own brand, Shaftesbury, and budget brand Top
Twenty; aswell as acoustics by Eko, Aria, and for the first time Ovation. A detailed look at an
early s Fender Precision bass guitar in custom black finish, with rosewood fretboard. The
Fender Precision had been shipping since at least very early - with just one re-design circa This
example, then, shows a model already two decades old, but barely changed since the '57
revamp. Fender got it right first time around, and although there are numerous minor cosmetic
differences, the essence of this bass is effectively the same as it was in ' a simple, single pickup
instrument with a GREAT sound. Check out the demo video through an old Ampeg B It's no
wonder this is the bass that everybody wants! The Vox Stroller was the brand's entry level
electric solid body guitar, fitted with just one pickup and a fixed tailpiece. Although aimed at
student guitarists, it wasn't a terrible instrument, but did lack somewhat in adjustability, having
no accessible truss rod and only a floating rosewood bridge. JMI ceased UK guitar production

in late '67, and combined with decreasing demand for the Stroller, this surely must be one of the
last examples shipped. This is a lightweight bass, short 30" scale and very easy to play. It is an
early example, and as such has a thin black scratchplate and side mounted, coaxial output jack.
Production numbers are unclear, but left-handed examples rarely come up for sale. Not to be
confused with the Gibson ES Artist launched by Gibson in ; this ES Artist was an early model
designed by the Gibson research and development team in Kalamazoo in , the instruments
themselves constructed by Gibson artist Chuck Burge. It was planned for launch as a high end
semi acoustic with style construction central maple block and innovative circuitry - but was
pulled at the last minute, being deemed too expensive. Apparently, several examples were
produced with varying specifications, though exactly how many actually left the Kalamazoo
plant is unclear. Certainly two guitars were sold to LaVonne Music by Gibson in around Read
more about the development of this guitar, with details from Chuck Burge and the story of it's
sale to LaVonne music. By the early sixties the carved top was replaced with a laminate, and
although still a very fine guitar, the earlier carved top examples, with frondose headstock like
the example shown here are far more highly prized amongst musicians and vintage guitar
collectors. The Gretsch Chet Atkins Tennessean, or model was Gretsch's best selling hollow
body of the s. This wonderfully faded example from was originally Dark Cherry Red, but has
turned a mid-orange brown. The original color, however, can be seen underneath the pickup
surrounds. Nickel plated Gretsch Bigsby tailpiece. The Gretsch catalog, or catalog 32, featured
10 hollow body electric guitars, including the newly launched Gretsch Viking; four solid body
electrics, including the Astro Jet - making it's only catalog appearance; just one bass, the single
pickup PX; nine acoustics and 12 tube amplifiers. Pride of place went to the Chet Atkins
Country Gentleman that adorned both the front and back covers. Guitar Repair: fixing fret buzz
and sharp fret ends. Loose frets are especially problematic in certain old guitars, but are
generally very easy to fix. You'll be amazed at the difference you can make with just a few tools,
a bit of knowledge, and a little time. Fixing loose frets can eliminate fret buzz, remove sharp fret
ends, and greatly improve the tone of any guitar. If your luthier bill will be greater than the value
of your guitar, definitely time to have a go yourself! This eight page 'worlds fastest playing neck'
catalog, printed in two-colors contained six solid body electrics, three solid body basses, two
electric acoustic guitars, two electric acoustic basses and five acoustics. The President was a
hollow body electric acoustic, available as a full body or thinline, and with blonde or brunette
finish. It was a great playing guitar that sold fairly well in the second half of the s, throughout
the s, and into the very early s. The example shown here is a full-body depth guitar in blonde and as a guitar, one of the last to feature the rounded Venetian cutaway. From late until , the
President sported a sharp Florentine cut. Naturally, such an electric acoustic suggests jazz and
blues, but many of the original British Hofner President players were part of the rock 'n roll,
skiffle and beat scenes of the late 50s and early 60s. As well as keyboards and pedal steels, this
catalog contains seven guitars, three basses and ten amplifiers - from student guitars such as
the Musicmaster and Duotone to professional models like the new Jaguar. The newly designed
Les Paul Recording guitar was released in , in many ways as an updated version of the Les Paul
Professional that had debuted two years earlier in The new guitar came with a new owners
manual explaining the somewhat complicated controls, their operation, and giving other
specifications, including recommended strings, action and control settings. Functionally, these
basses were very similar, although the Triumph did offer low and high impedance operation,
without the need for a transformer cable. This owners manual details the basses specifications,
suggests a string set, recommended action, and suggests a series of tonal settings for rock,
country and solo bass playing. In the middle of , Rosetti took over distribution of the Gibson
line in the UK. Rosetti were a very big name in Britain, having distributed Epiphone since at
least , as well as Hagstrom and others. Some of these models were so short-lived that they were
actually never included in US brochures. The cover image reproduced in part here showed
some of the earliest demonstration models, including a Victory with a highly unusual white
scratchplate. The Gibson Victory MV, or 'Multi-Voice' guitars had very wide tonal palettes; with
coil-tapped humbuckers they could produce typical Gibson tones, but were also designed to
'out-Fender' Fender. Two models were launched in the summer of Whilst the MVX, was
designed to do everything a Stratocaster could do, the MVII was 'primarily for the discerning
country player' - placing it squarely against the Telecaster. Gibson produced a series of single
sheet flyers in , promoting some of their newer models Victory bass and Multi-Voice guitars ,
Chet Atkins Classic Electric and the already best-selling Sonex Deluxe , and a few classic
reissues 30th anniversary Les Paul Standard and Heritage Flying V - all of which were received
with some applause at the Atlanta NAMM show. These flyers all contained one or more
side-panel, that folded out with model specifications, but were also designed to be reproduced
in guitar magazines of the time without the extra fold out. As an entry level model it was very

light, fitted with the most basic components, and not made of the most select woods, but it's
unique styling, low price and easy playability made for a relatively popular guitar. Initially there
were two guitar models, the single pickup Clubman I and dual pickup Clubman II, and a
companion Clubman bass - check them out in the Vox catalogue. The guitar was redesigned in
the middle of , getting a new Strat-style body, but examples with the older body style were still
being shipped perhaps as early as the start of The Vox Consort was produced in the UK
throughout the mid s; originally modelled on the Fender Jaguar , it was one of JMI's better
quality instruments, with many features not seen on lower-priced guitars. This early example
mixed innovative tone circuitry with Vox's original chrome-covered V1 pickups, for "every
possible variation of tone from bass to sharp brilliance". By the middle of , the model had been
redesigned, becoming less Fender-esque and more Vox - have a look at the redesigned Consort
in the Vox catalogue. There is also a fairly large Gibson section, but it by no means contains all
instruments produced under that brand at the time. Other instruments featured include guitars
and basses by Hagstrom and Futurama , and Brazilian acoustic guitars by Giannini. Order by:.
Available to:. Two volumes. One tone. The electronics work with just a hint of scratchiness. The
bass has The finish cracks are on the body and on the neck by the nut, but they are in the finish
only-NOT the wood. Almost no fret wear. Plays nice. Some pitting on the bridge. Hamer tuners.
Action is nice. Serial number xx. The bass come with the hard to find original Hamer USA case.
All of the latches work. This is a very solid playing and sounding instrument. This is a great way
to get a vintage american-made bass without breaking the bank. Check out the photos. Ask
questions if you have them. Don't be afraid to make a reasonable offer. Sold as-is because it is a
vintage instrument. The stylized Modified Explorer Shape and Great Action make this a popular
choice of the the serious bass player. Minor Nicks and Scuffs on Body and Headstock are
evident and result from normal play. Virtually No Neckwear is present. Case shows Nominal
Nicks and Scratches. Here's a Bass you don't see too often. The Gibson Explorer Shadow Bass.
The body shape is a sort of smaller offshoot of the famous Gibson Explorer shape. The Bass
has a Rosewood Fretboard with 21 Frets. With the sole exception of Stock Graphic Image 1.
Which we include for illustrative purposes only, this is the exact item you will receive. We are
only accepting buyers from the following global communities at the moment: United States and
C. As you can see in pic, looks very good. About this instrument- This instrument is
stamped"Used" on the back of the headstock. Instruments like this are purchased from an
authorized refurbishing center that purchases direct from the manufacturers and has a team of
technicians that go over every instrument. Fix any minor flaws if any, or do any minor repairs if
needed, and test the instruments a total of five times before they ship. We also test them here
when we receive them, and again prior to shipping. They are required to stamp the guitars to
avoid any fraudulent warranty claims with the original manufacturers. I have a hard time ever
finding the reason they are stamped and if I do notice anything it will always be in the
description. All of our listings for these stamped instruments include pics of the actual
instrument you will receive, we do not use stock manufacturers pics. I am sure you will be quite
pleased with any of the stamped instruments I am selling. I don't want there to be any confusion
with some of our other listings. If you don't see t. Gibson Explorer Bass ro This 4-string Gibson
Explorer Bass is in good condition. Model I have owned it for over 20 years. And it plays great.
The neck is comfortable, Dexterity is right-handed, but it is currently set up for left-handed play.
By changing the nut and restringing, it can be returned to right hand play. The frets and the
finger board are in excellent condition. There are a few minor cracks in the lacquer due to age,
as shown in pics. There are 2 chips in the black lacquer on the back side of the neck. There is a
scratch in the front by the last string. There is a crack in the back lacquer by the neck, please
see all pics. The cable is hardwired directly into the guitar. Please ask any questions before
bidding. As this is a very rare and much sought after bass guitar. I will ship only with signature
confirmation of receipt, and will not send to PO Box addresses. Or click"Buy IT Now" you are
entering a legal binding contract. All sales are final, no refunds or returns. This item was tested
and is in perfect working condition. Payment must be received via PayPal within 3 days of
auction end. Fernandes Bxb Please contact us for worldwide shipping rate. We normally ship
within 3 business days. But will always strive to ship asap. We take pride in our packing and
handling and strive for full satisfaction. Pick in person is welcomed as well. Authorized by
Gibson. Though small and light, the Epiphone EB-0 Bass has huge sound, and full-size people
can play it too. Making any necessary adjustments or repairs so that you can have a quality
instrument at a great price. The guitar is inspected five times prior to being sent to us, where a
final inspection is completed before I pack the guitar to ship to you. The word"used" is often
stamped in small letters on the back of the headstock. EBay and our insurance requires a
signature upon delivery of this guitar. Don't let this awesome opportunity to own this incredible
guitar slip away. Bid now! With its continued popularity. Ibanez is constantly endeavoring to

answer the wider needs of a variety of players, at a variety of budgets. But no matter what the
specs, the heart is the same-SR continues to excite with its smooth, fast neck, lightweight body,
and perfectly matched electronics. Usually only accessible on an upright. Perfect string balance
and response can be achieved by adjusting the volume to accommodate different string
gauges. Unique plastic saddles were designed to work in concert with the piezo pickups and
enhance the acoustic"stand-up" quality of the sound. The Neck and bridge pickups have equal
response. Like traditional single coils, but without the hum and noise. Controls include a Master
volume. Explorer style Bass Case-Hamer Blitz. This is a vintage Hamer Blitz case. Its the real
deal. From back in the day. Its all there and fully functional! Comes with velcro hold down so
your precious can't move about. And it also has a pressure pillow built in to protect from
any"body"movement. A very well thought-out and engineered case if I do say so myself. And I
do. So If you have one of those Blitz basses and you need the period correct case. Heres
Johnny! Or if you just need a battle ship sized case-thar she blows! Case measures 52x17 x5
outside. The neck is comfortable, and makes fingering a breeze. I will ship only with signature
confirmation Comes with Lifetime Warranty from Epiphone. The radically styled Explorer body
gives full access to the fret rosewood fingerboard and the slim-taper neck profile is comfortable
and fast. This beauty is fitted with 2 Epiphone TB-Plus humbucking pickups for enhanced
output with a fat low-end with pronounced mids and highs. Controls include 2 volumes. Body
Style: Explorer. Body: Korina. Controls: Volume. Volume, Master Tone. Tuners: Precision
Die-Cast. Scale: 34" Nut Width: 1. Neck Shape: Slim taper. Nut Width: 1. Fingerboard inlays:
Dots. Fingerboard Radius: 12" Number of frets: Bridge: 3-Point Adjustable. Finish:
Polyurethane. TX since We provide an incredible selection of musical instruments for both and
amateur and professional musician. We stock both acoustic and electric guitars, electric and
standup basses, mandolins, resonators, banjos, violins, violas, cellos, drums, pedals, effects,
mics, stands, straps, amplifiers, PA gear and more. We are dedicated to competing with and
beating the lowest internet prices on everything we carry in-store. We have long been the place
musicians depend on for expert instrument set-up and repair. We started out as an instrument
repair business in the early 90's and our busine. Selling a Kramer Focus Explorer style 4 string
bass. Heavy duty Schaller bridge Comes with hard case. Case is beat up a bit but all latches
work. This bass is customized with a"P" EMG active electronic pickup run on a 9 volt battery.
Also the neck has been replaced so it is not original. This bass plays well. Neck is straight and
sound very good. It has some dings and a few scratches see photo-corner near control knobs
has a chip Has strap attached. Not sure of the year but most probably sometime in the 80's.
Priced to sell-Sold as is-No returns thanks. It is in near MINT condition and is basically a brand
new guitar. The finish is super clean and there's not a hardly a scratch on the back. Sides or
body. It's very clean and has no cracks or repairs. Here are the factory spec's: The Gibson
Limited Run Explorer Electric Bass Guitar responds to requests from bassists around the globe
who desire two things from a bassâ€”massive sustain and distinctive looks. It features Gibson's
classic body design that was first introduced in as a bold new electric guitar. Being too
futuristic for the times. Gibson abandoned the body shape in Not until numerous copies had
become successful sellers did Gibson resurrect the Explorer As a bass. A version of the
Explorer was manufactured by Gibson under the banner of Epiphone, but rarely under the
Gibson name. Now the wait is over. With a set mahogany neck and all mahogany body, this
Explorer bass provides the sustain and clarity of tone that performing bassists seek. Dual
humbuckers produce plenty of power and sonic versatility. The body is finished to highlight
perfectly the harmonious silhouette of this limited-run bass. The neck is a 60's slim taper. And it
is straight. Comes with the original Gibson hardshell case. This guitar will be safely packed and
shipped. Full insurance included in shipping. Local San Diego pickup always welcome. Will ship
worldwide. International shipping guidelines: Buyer is responsible for any import duties. Full
insurance available. Please call or email me if you have any questions- The bass has plenty of
dings, battle scars and some cracking in the finish. Condition: USED. Very Good P lus Excellent
pla ying bass Notes: Quite possibly the best basses Epiphone ever made and quite hard to find
in white! Tone Weight Dings, Lacqu er Crackling. Only in Kansas! This bass started life with a
traffic cone orange finish. But has been refinished in a classic green and yellow John Deere
motif with an old school John Deere applique added. This bass has a nice. Big, chunky P-Style
neck and just sounds huge! The perfect bass for any Ag agricultural Rockers out there! Comes
with a used Dean gig bag. Bass plays and sounds amazing with absolutely no issues! Normal 0
Wichita Guitar Works is your 1 choice for custom built and hard to find guitars. Amps and
effects pedals. We are locally owned and operated and have 25 years experience in retail
musical instrument sales. This Gibson Explorer Bass from is in nice original condition with a
few dings most notable the one in the detail photo Very little finish checking compared to most
of these. The original hard case has"Gibson Thunderbird" written on the end in gold paint pen I

didn't do it! These have a massive dark tone and look awesome. Nice straight neck and a fresh
pro setup. On eBay since And in mail order since , Texas Guitar Ranch has been an active buyer
and seller and brings experience from both sides of the transaction to serve you and strive to
both anticipate and exceed your expectations. Please let us know if there is anything we can do
to enhance your buying experience. If you have questions, please do not hesitate We will do our
best to accommodate you. Please be aware, we do not falsify customs documents. Condition:
Used Used bass in excellent playable condition. No issue with electronics and light fret wear.
Frets up and down the neck without issue. Some wear and a few dings. A little finish checking.
Free Shipping applies to items shipped within the 48 contiguous United States. Shipments
anywhere else are subject to shipping fees. Shipments for items paid by PayPal may only be
shipped to the address specified with the PayPal payment. Any taxes or fees due outside Texas
are the responsibility of the purchaser. All customs duty. Excise fees, import tax, use tax, and
other types of taxes and fees, including brokerage f. Holy Hondo. Few basses combine all the
features the public cries out for, but it's safe to say that the Hondo Formula I, with it's
holographic finish and"custom" Batman sticker inlay can be all things to all people. The
Formula I is the hero Glam Rock deserves and the one it needs right now. It's fun. It's huge and
you'll definitely be the only one on your block with one of these rarely seen Korean made
basses. Pointy, ostentatious and all things s, this bass has the feel and playability of the classic
Precision Bass, but the higher output pickup, brass saddles and nut all add up to a decidedly
modern tone! With a hearty C neck profile and original fretwire that shows only light wear. This
bass plays very comfortably with a professional setup and a set of well worn strings that still
sound great. On the fretboard, a series of Batman stickers cover up the original dot inlays and
are prepared to take the rigors of some serious playing without flaking off. Just like Bruce
Wayne after a long day on the job. This bass has plenty of nicks, scrapes and dings in the finish
as evidenced by the photos, but this warrior of the night is structurally sound and ready to do
battle against the forces of emo. All of the electronics work as they should and the bass has just
been completely checked out by a qualified tech. A real looker for the stage. This Hondo
Formula I plays and sounds great! Please feel free to call us directly with any questions at
Please contact us for an international shipping quote. As cost varies by b uyer location. We
cannot declare anything as a gift or for a lesser value. No exceptions! The customer is
responsible for all taxes and duty. Which may be collected upon delivery. We do our. Epiphone
Gibson Gutiar. Also it has an explorer head stock! In the picture its missing 1 tuning peg but a
new one is bought and will be put on before shipped. Normally sells for around dollars but i am
just looking to sell it to someone who will appreciate it like i have. Gibson Explorer Bass - no
reserve. US shipping only please. Professionally set up at Lake Charles Music in Louisiana.
Dunlop Strap locks professionally installed included. Very low action. Sounds similar to my
Gibson Thunderbird IV reissue bass. Has a few dents and dings. But it sounds amazing and
looks killer! Stand not included. Thanks for looking, and please email me with any questions.
Scroll down to see more pictures including pictures of under neck. Pick ups, frets, electronics,
etc. This bass guitar weighs Has been played, but is in excellent condition and in perfect
working order. There are no issues with this bass guitar. There is plenty of finish checking, but
no cracks or major issues. The neck is straight and plays great. Other than the strap button,
everything is original. The case is pretty beat up, but is original. Only the middle latch is
working properly. Please look at the photos as they very accurately show the condition of the
bass. Utah residents please add 6. Please call or email me if you have any questions I am very
familiar with shipping internationally. This item will be packed very safe and secure.
International buyers are responsible for any import duties. Please use the shipping calculator
for a shipping quote. Both services come with full insurance and signature confirmation so
there is no risk for you the buyer. Gibson Explorer Bass 4-string. This bass has been used and
worn over the years. It plays and sounds great. Everything works. Has the typical Gibson paint
cracking. There is no case. I bought it from someone who was moving overseas. And needed
the money. It's been sitting in my house since. Buyer pays all shipping and insurance charges.
Please ask all questions before bidding. Let me know if you need more detailed photos. I will
ship inside Germany as well, or arrange for pickup. If purchased in the US, please allow
approximately 10 days shipping. I'm located at an overseas military base. Hamer Explorer style
electric bass guitar with original TKLhard shell case. Bass was made in Korea and has a set
neck. Both pickups and electronics work fine. All parts are original. Bass has a few paint chip
and dings but still looks very good. The tone knoband one of the volume knobs has a chipped
edge on the top diameter. Just wanted to mention it. Case is in great condition. All latches.
Hinges and handle are secure andworking but both inside case ribbons are unattached. A few
scuffs as expectedbut very clean overall. Q: Does the neck have a bow in it? Is the neck
straight. Thanks A: Neck is very straight with no bow. Frets are in great shape. This was a single

owner instrument that belonged to a female who played a lot of different instruments. This bass
was much too big for her and and as a result has The bass is in very nice condition. Thanks for
your interest. Upgraded Dean bass guitar. Babicz full contact bridge. This is a well made
Antares Explorer copy bass guitar from the 's. Just set up. Plays and sounds very good. Full 34"
scale. The body does have scratches. Couple names scratched on the back. Something was
glued on the top at one time. Glue still there see photo Very nice brass bridge inserts. Helps
sustain and tone. Knobs may or may not be changed. The maple neck is in good shape.
Matching headstock. One changed tuner. Comes with its original HSC. One latch broken. I ship
worldwide. Thanks for looking and best of luck! The Instrument was used in the video for
Palahniuk's Laughter see link below and on tour. This was hand decorated by Charlie who put
the Neon Genesis writing from the Manga film on the side and the cool symbol on the
pickguard. The headstock was broken at a Fightstar gig and re attached by the band then given
to a fan after a gig. The guitar plays and sounds great with a nice low action. Obviously plenty
of cosmetic signs of use but all give it character. A nice piece of memorabilia that you could be
playing in no time at all and a genuine rock star guitar. Sold as seen. The bass is also unusual
in that it's the only bass Charlie plays in a Fightstar video as normally he plays guitar and in the
video below he choses to rock his trusty explorer The Bass is in full working order. Although it
has seen a lot of action by the guys in Fightstar, gigged regularly and played at home. At some
point the the headstock was cracked in half but has been fixed back together and is solid. The
strap lock has been repositioned to the neck plate area for better stability as on Gibson basses.
The bass has various dings, scratches and the back of the neck has split in the finish near the
bottom but doesn't effect playability. But then this kind of wear is what you would expect from a
Rock Star Guitar. The bass is fully set up and complete and has been set up by a professional
guitar tech. Be sure to check out my other listings for other guitars and gear from my collection
which have been used in the band The Vigil and are being sold to pay for recording costs. You
can check us out here: The guitar will be sent well packaged and securely with tracking and
insurance. I will ship internationally but international bidders please get in touch for a quote
before clicking to buy. Hoyer Explorer Custom Bass. Hoyer Guitars Randy Bachman collects
Hoyer guitars. That ought to make your ears perk up. Besides being a first rate rock guitarist
and singer. Bachman is one of the foremost guitar collectors in the world. Here is a man that
knows guitars. He recently sold a part of the collection that he had amassed over a year period.
Fred Gretsch of Gretsch Guitars purchased his entire cache of vintage Gretsch instruments.
These will be housed in the Gretsch museum. When Gretsch restarted the business. He owned
no original models. The originals were destroyed in a fire at the Arkansas based factory. At the
time. As I alluded to. Bachman is a collector of Hoyer guitars. When it comes to guitars. Hoyer is
one of Germany's best-kept The company started in and to this day is building excellent guitars.
In my opinion. The wood is beautiful. The woodworking is classic with the German Carve on the
bodies perimeter. The f-holes are unique to Hoyer and included a lightening bolt style and a cats
eye style reminiscent of Rickenbacker guitars. These guitars are works of art and
craftsmanship. As for some background. In , Franz Hoyer followed in his families business of
making stringed instruments. His son. Opened his own shop at this time to concentrate on
building classic and folk guitars. By Which was the town his family had lived. At the end of the
ware, the town became part of the Czech Republic. The family settled near the town of Erlangen.
In Bavaria. Erlangen was home to many instrument artisans. Including Fred Wilfer. Who
founded Framus guitars. Shortly after the relocation. Hoyer guitars were making a name as
preeminent Jazzgitarran in Germany. Epiphone Explorer Bass Guitar 4 String. All in good
working order, has hard shell case, black with white pick guard, has seen lots of gigs, has some
dings and knicks but still looks good. Great for rehearsal or live shows. A nice addition to your
rock act! Frets and electronics are all in good shape and working condition. I don't know the
year but think it's mid's model. Bought about 5 years ago on Ebay from a music store. Thanks
for Looking! And thank you for visiting our auction! Our auctions will primarily contain
awesome guitars, but also basses, parts and amplifiers. If you are interested in these things
please consider adding us to your favorite sellers. Thank you so much and we look forward to
bringing you instruments that bring you joy. Bass is in excellent used condition. Looks pretty
much as it did when new. Very little appreciable wear from use. Minor tarnishing on the bridge.
Very small dent on the top rear corner finish otherwise excellent. Neck is nice and full with
some gorgeous natural"bearclaw" figuring. Bass features gold hardware. Solid high mass
bridge, brass nut, korina body and humbucker pickups. This Limited Edition model No case is
included but bass will be packaged extremely well in a full size box with professional packing
materials and insured for shipment. Mahogany set neck, rosewood fingerboard with white dot
inlays, 34 in. Bid to win this gorgeous and rare beauty! We have our items for sale locally and
reserve the right to end the item if it sells through another avenue. Please take a look over all of

the pictures for general condition and bid early to win! High early bids might take it! Inter
national and PO Box addresses must contact before bidding to determine eligibility and
shipping cost. Payment to be made within 3 days from auction close. Non-paying high bidders
will be reported to Ebay. Thank you for looking and best wishes bidding! Very light and
comfortable and a gas to play with low action. This bass is also available locally so it is subject
to prior sale. To see more COOL items for auction or set sale. Otherwise only very light marks if
any on the rest of the bass. Light oxidation on the poles of the pickups. Electronics function
properly. Great fretboard and frets with new GHS bass boomers. The case is in very good
condition with wear and damaged corner as shown. My grading or other store info then click on
the me icon above next to my feedback rating. And the usual not so fine print: This bass is
shipping form Michi. This was a custom order and only 1 was made. Amazing sound. Buyer will
pay actual shippings. Other locations. Bass location: Barcelona. Ever see those Epi P-basses
with an Explorer headstock? How about one of those Hondo Explorer basses with a P-bass
headstock? What you're looking at is a successful Frankenstein job combining the best
features of those two basses. The main thing is. This thing always reminds me of John
Entwistle when I strap it on. The huge body combined with the maple fretboard gives it a
nice"grand piano" sound IMHO. The body has that"Alembic" look. It looks like someone painted
it blue at some point. And them someone else stripped it back to what you see today. Being
huge, and used, there are signs of use such as you'll get from bumping into things, mostly at
the extreme ends but at least Keith Moon never had a go at it. As far as I know, anyway. It was
played by a girl in my band who was only about 5 feet tall, so she was barely bigger than this,
and she had no problem with it- and looked darn cool playing it. Needless to say. No warranty is
offered or implied. Ask questions before bidding, please. See pictures. Shipping includes
insurance. Thanks for looking! Here is an 80's Gibson Explorer bass- all original. Including hard
shell case. It has a few finish dings and some minor signs of wear from usage back in the day,
but is in overall great shape! The bass has been kept in the closet since the'90s, played only in
my home studio. On Jul at PDT. The case is original from Gibson; handle has been replaced. We
have a large mobile system. Everything we buy that goes on ebay gets pictured on location and
then the pictures get send to the people that do the listing it saves time to do it this way. We will
try are best to list items wi. The Bass listed is solid body destroyer style solid wood guitar not
Plywood made in Japan. The bass has the traditional Epiphone 3 point bridge with rosewood
fret board. The bass really looks like it was made by the Ibanez factory in the early to mid 80's.
The bass shows some wear but not abuse. There are several dings and a worn area which I've
tired to photograph for you. This is a well made instrument which has a very cool look!
Epiphone Explorer Bass Guitar Ebony Click an Image to Enlarge M. And it comes armed and
ready to rock with 2 special bass humbuckers that give it fat tone with no noise. Gorgeous gold
hardware, and a set mahogany neck for greater sustain and resonance. Its body is korinaa
superb tone wood. Rosewood fingerboard. For example. If your order is placed AND paid for at
1 p. Eastern Time on Friday, Music will ship it on Monday. We are only shipping eBay orders via
standard ground shipping at this time business days for delivery once the item leaves our
warehouse International Buyersâ€” Please Note: Import duties. Taxes, and charges are not
included in the item price These charges are the buyer's responsibility. Please check with your
country's customs office to determine what these additional costs will be prior to bidding or
buying. Music only accepts payments for eBay orders through Paypal. Music charges sales tax
to orders shipped to the following states: Indiana. Missouri, Utah, and California. Check-Out
Now! Click the Pay Now button at the top of this listing to immediately proceed with our
checkout and payment process. Paypal is the only payment method we allow. Your Paypal
account must be a verified US account only. No international accounts. Upon checkout. You will
receive confirmation from Paypal that your payment has been accepted. Returns 45 Day
Satisfaction Guarantee Our goal is your total satisfaction. Neither are we. Bass will have a
light"used" stamp on the back of the headstock to designate We sell it. You get paid! Attention
International Buyers: Customs fees are the responsibility of the Buyer. We do not declare items
as gifts. Shipments may experience delays due to customs. This listing was proudly created by
dab. Custom Shop Reissue. Please read the condition statement fully What's Included? Epi
Explorer Korina Bass guitar. Has an upgraded brass nut. Overall in nice shape, action is low
and fast. Bass sounds fat. Has some signs of use with some light chips and scratching. I tried
to photograph all blems as much as possible. No other items included. It's very high quality
made. And has the long scale and is very heavy. It's in really good shape for its age with some
chips on the edges and some scratches and there is a small crack in the headstock that was
repaired shown in the pictures It's original except for the back plate is metal and the input jack
was remounted shown in pictures It has 20 frets, a brass nut and gold bridge. The frets are in
good shape and the neck is straight. I had a vintage B. Rich bass that was incredible and was

similar to this. I want to warn you this bass is a beast I mean heavy and has the long scale.
Sorry, I don't have a case for it but I will double box it and pack it we'll. Posted with Low Price.
Most excellent condition with a hard case. Rock on. Brass nut. Gold plated P-bass type saddles
and bridge. Fat neck. Tone pot is a little scratchy. Neck has a bit more bow on the bass side
than the treble side. Strap buttons have been replaced. Chunk of paint gone off the tip of the
upper bout in the back. Moderate to heavy scratching. Dinging, and buckle rash on the back.
This bass has plenty of chunk and swagger. It plays great and can handle the abuse if you want
to gig with it or take it on the road. Pro packing job in a new box with UPS tracking number. No
hardshell case or gigbag available. So you can bid with confidence. Feel free to contact us with
any questions. Excellent Professional Instrument. Great Condition! Premium Alder body. Slim
and Nice Set neck. Neck is straight. Frets 22 in a Perfect shape. Very Nice and Low action. No
any Damage. Except One minor and fixed paint chip on the low backside corner of the body and
a few very Minor surface nicks and blemishes. Mostly on the backside and corners of the body.
But Nothing major. Extra Clean! Everything Original. Gold plated hardware. Genuine passive
Soapbar pickups. Sounds Really Amazing! Color is Gloss Black. Used mostly in Home studio.
Will Ship Worldwide! If you have any questions Please e-mail me. Hard to find. Used Gibson
Explorer Bass only produced for a few years in the 80s. Cream color. Professionally repaired
neck that was snapped near the headstock see photos Some great character. Vintage wear,
checking throughout the finish see photos One original humbucker with original Gibson cover.
One unknown humbucker without a cover. From what I've seen. The rest is all original. No case
included. But if you would like to send additional payment i could try and hunt one down. Other
than that. The bass will be foam and bubble wrapped, box stuffed tight and double boxed for
protection. Shipping only in US. Willing to negotiate price. Can send more pictures upon
request. Serial Number: Your guitar was made at the Nashville Plant. The roller bridge is cool to
because you can adjust the spacing to your preference. The most unique thing about these
basses is the tone, resonance, attack and sustain you get with the aluminum neck; This is a
more prominent quality on the basses than the guitars, as I have owned and played both. If you
have ever played a graphite neck bass such as Modulus, Moses, Steinberger, These are
extremely solid, and have no dead spots whatsoever. The necks are not susceptible to relief
changes caused by changes in humidity, and do not warp. Kramer basses were the successor
in the aluminum neck era basses which started with Travis Bean, and later Vaccaro, then ended
with Hartke running off and on from the mid 70's thru the mid 90's. I sold my Travis Bean a few
months ago, and it had sustain for days but a solid aluminum neck through design that was
extremely heavy with a very chunky neck. Kramers have almost all of the same incredible sonic
qualities of the Travis Bean without the weight, and had better pickups. I like aluminum necks
better than the graphite necks because they are more solid, and I love to slap think Flea from
the Red Hot Chili Peppers, his choice of bass was a Modulus because of the same great
slapping characteristics. I have had graphite necks that have slightly wa. It's a style that seems
contemporary even today. And this very affordable Dean model is a well-made and very easy
playing instrument. If you are in Canada. Alaska, Hawaii or Puerto Rico please contact us for a
shipping quote. Free shipping offers do not include Hawaii or Puerto Rico, please contact us for
additional shipping information. If you are using a credit card as payment we will ship only to
your billing address or another address that is authorized by your credit card company. If you
are using PayPal. We only ship to confirmed PayPal addresses. If you have recent negative
feedback you must email us before you bid. Payment must be made within 3- 5 days from time
of auction end. NYS Residents only please add 8. Welcome to The Guitar Factory. Check our
Feedback and see why thousands of Ebay Customers shop with us! We have many name brand
and used instruments that will accommodate most any budget and we guarantee the lowest
possible prices available anywhere on the Internet! All hardware is gold including precision
die-cast tuners and a fully adjustable fixed bridge. What was refurbished on this guitar: When
this guitar came in from the factory. The authorized refurbisher couldn't find anything wrong
with it. Most likely, this is simply an overstock item. It looks and plays like new. Please contact
us first. Shipping Your guitar will be shipped within business days. Every guitar is thoroughly
tested and professionally packed prior to shipping. You are bidding on a rare. Beautiful, vintage
Gibson Explorer bass guitar. This baby is in excellent condition and has been stored in a
non-smoking environment and hardly been played. The are a few small dings and very light
normal wear scratches. Comes with original hard-shell case. Will ship internationally through
Ebay's Global Shipping Program. Paypal payment only. Please contact me if you have any
questions or need more information. Gibson Explorer Bass, Circa ! NO Reserve. I met Mick last
year before he moved back to the UK. I purchased his Gibson Explorer Bass from him directly.
Mick had purchased the Bass new when they started touring. Mick had this interview with pics.
The Bass he is holding is the same explorer I am selling metallian. There are areas where the

black has rubbed through. Please note on pics. It also comes with the original case. Will ship in
new packaging. The bass plays and sounds amazing. And looks like new considering its 15
years old. There is very minor tarnish on the bridge as it had been stored in the case for quite
some time. It has just been freshly cleaned and polished and set up with Ernie Ball strings. It
includes the Epiphone hard case. This beauty is fitted with 2 Epiphone TB-Plus humbucking
pickups for enhanced output with a fat low-end One previous owner. Who really took good care
of this bass, no dings or dongs, not even the typical belt-rush onthe backside. Very comfortable
to play. Explorer-shape, Maple setneck, Someone not me, lol decided to modify it but they never
actually finished what they started. There are no cracks, breaks or repairs, just some slight
alterations. The tuners, bridge, frets and strap buttons all appear to be original to the bass. It
has plenty of fret life left and the neck is straight. The truss rod is present and functions as it
should as well The most notable change would be the slight routing done to the neck position
pickup cavity. It looks like someone wanted to expand the route in order to fit the Seymour
Duncan P-Bass pickup included shown in the picture. The pickup looks old to me but Nothing
else has been altered structurally that I can tell except for the presence of tiny screw holes
scattered across the face where I'm sure numerous pickguards once resided. The 3rd control
knob closest to the back of the bridge. I can't say for certain if the newer input jack hole where
the knob one was sat was made any bigger or not, but it looks to me like it would be pretty easy
to get it back to it's original configuration. The paint seems to be original and it has yellowed to
that buttery blonde that we all love so much. As you would expect, there are numerous scuffs,
scrapes, scratches, dings, dents and blemishes for a 30 year old bass that seems to have had a
hard life. I was going to bring her back to original specs and have her repainted by a friend of
mine that does auto paint restorations, but I just don't have the time to put into it. Hard to find
Fernandes Bass in excellent condition. Neck is very straight and it plays fast. Gold tone
hardware. Active twin hum bucking pickups. Original Adult owner. Custom fit case with key.
Some blue rubbed off on the side. Shown in picture. Barely noticeable. Late s. Looking to buy a
Reverse Thunderbird bass now. Made with in Austin, TX. Gibson Explorer Bass - no reserve US
shipping only please. Gibson Explorer Bass 4-string This bass has been used and worn over
the years. We are a factory - every item made to your order. This website is updated daily and
currently contains all templates that we offer. Any pattern we offer can be made left handed. If
your guitar wasn't "born" with a pickguard, we would not have a
2005 dodge ram 1500 service manual
2009 vw jetta tdi fuse box diagram
1984 chevy van 30 motorhome
template. If you do not see a listing for your particular model, we do not currently have a
template for it. If you are willing to send your original, we will duplicate from it and return it with
the duplicate we make. Chandler Music has been making Pickguards since , supplying some of
the largest guitar manufacturers in the world. Some of these customers are still with us after all
this time! We also have a huge selection of pickguards for vintage guitars that far exceeds the
selection offered by anyone else, and we have the knowledge to steer you in the right direction
for your restorations and modification projects. All of these brand names are registered
Trademarks; we are not affiliated with any of these companies, and we do not make parts
displaying their trademarks or copyrighted artwork. We just make pickguards to help players
get their guitars working. Order Colors. The US Postal Service is delivering parcels. Production
lead time is 2 weeks. Find Your Pickguard: Search for:.

